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Manufacturers of Industrial Pressure gauges, Thermometers and related Accessories. SANAS accredited.

Welcome to SA Gauge.....
Since 1988 SA Gauge (Pty) Ltd has been designing and manufacturing pressure and temperature
measuring instruments.
SA Gauge's extensive in-house manufacturing capabilities coupled with the close relationship between
our sales, engineering and manufacturing sections ensures the ability to react quickly to customer
requirements and to rapidly incorporate customised and non standard items in our daily production
without it compromising normal production.
Our highly committed and enthusiastic employees ensure that customer demands are met and that
high quality, accurate instruments are available on time to a diverse marketplace.
Products
SA Gauge products include pressure gauges, temperature gauges, diaphragm seals and pressure
testing kits as well as other related products such as siphon tubes, gauge cocks and cooling elements.
The range of heavy duty pressure gauges and inert gas filled dial thermometers carry a comprehensive
two year guarantee.
Because of our extensive in-house manufacturing capabilities and extremely short lead times SA
Gauge has become the preferred supplier to many OEM customers that require non standard items in
small or large quantities.
SA Gauge's in-house calibration laboratory offers calibration certificates for our own as well as other
brands of pressure and temperature gauges. Normal turn around time offered is two days. On site
calibration can be done on request.
Accreditation
The SA Gauge SANAS Calibration Laboratory has been accredited to ISO / IEC 17025:2005
standards to ensure national and international traceability.
Manufacturing - our Strength
Our customers have the right to receive a reliable product. At SA Gauge our professional pride will have
it no other way. In-house production allows us to set our own high standards for quality control.
Coupled to a "Customer satisfaction at all costs" sales team, a "Results driven" engineering team
and a "First time right" production team, our customers are ensured of accurate, quality instruments
made to their specifications at short notice.

For detailed spec sheets of all SA Gauge products,
please contact our sales department or visit www.sagauge.com

